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Spirit of life… come to us as life… through the words of others… in the grace of 
others… by the love of others… that we may return to them… the word of life… the 
grace of heaven and the love of God… Spirit of life… inspire us with life… So be it… 
Amen

There are some stories you remember… and you don’t really know why… Some things 

stick in your mind… and they lie there… waiting for meaning…  

The image of David standing over Goliath… of Jesus breaking bread before feeding the 

5000… of Noah sending out the dove before the water recedes… and… perhaps… Lot’s 

wife… frozen as a great pillar of salt and disobedience… in the act of turning round… 

Why is it… this image lodges itself in our minds… when few of us probably remember 

much detail of the story… But well that it does for it offers some profound insights into 

being people of faith… and todays reflection is divided in two… each half a different 

insight…

Have you ever been in that place where you get so caught up in the anger of the past… 

and its pain… that you cannot move on… You become so overwhelmed by the suffering… 

you get stuck?… 

Last week was Remembrance… Have noticed how Remembrance used to be an entirely 

religious moment:… always the Sunday closest to the 11th November… and once 

Remembrance Sunday was over… poppies disappeared from lapels and coats and routine 

was taken up again… 

Now… we continue through Remembrance Sunday… without removing our poppies… 

until Armistice Day… where… not all of us yet… but increasingly so… including our TV 

presenters… pause once more at 11am on the 11th for two minutes…   

This is not in any way a criticism of that… Quite the opposite… It is a reflection that 

perhaps we now feel vulnerable again… that the pain and suffering… of present conflict is 
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very real… and remembrance has become remembering… for we feel we know first 

hand… the pain and suffering… 

Lot’s wife chose to turn round… and saw the destruction… the violence… and because 

she did so… was horrified… and unable to move on… to take a single step into the 

future… 

The danger of terrorism is it leaves us caught up in the violence… unable to move 

forward… Yet… surely that is now what we must do…

On the sidelines of this story of Lot’s wife… is Abraham… Lot’s uncle… who loses Sarah… 

grieves for her… and then the Bible says… Abraham rose from his grief… and invested 

himself in a flurry of activity… that was to enable his descendants to own the land God 

promised…  

Keep building the future… then mourn the past… It is what Lot’s wife was unable to do… 

she was caught in the destruction and violence… before the future was built… We can get 

stuck in the fear of terrorism… stuck in the destruction… unable to move on… God calls to 

us from the future… that is what a call is… a promise of what is yet to be… 

The remembrance of a people of faith… is to build the future in their name… that is what 

gives value to those who have died in Paris… and other terrorist attacks this week… those 

who gave of themselves in conflict… build the future… not to look back and get stuck in 

the pain and conflict… but to continue to embody the desire and need for the future to be 

different… It is difficult to say these things so close to Friday night… but we will turn again 

towards the future… it is where our strongest faith… as much as the best of our 

humanity… is found…  
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This old… but profound story of Lot’s Wife has others things to tell us… because for so 

long… it has been used as a story to offer the consequences of disobedience… of turning 

back and doing what she was asked not to do… 

But Lot’s wife is perhaps one of the most grounded and human characters there is in the 

Bible… who has sensitivities and empathy towards her non-Hebrew neighbours… this 

nameless woman… is more broad minded… and has a deeper conscience… than her 

husband… who communes daily with God… 

Better than I can… the contemporary poet Kristine Batey… wrote a poem called “Lot’s 

Wife”… It is a fascinating enlarging of sensitivities that are somewhat missed in the 

traditional retelling… itself saying something about us… Here it is… 

While Lot, the conscience of a nation,
struggles with the Lord,
she struggles with the housework.
The City of Sin is where
she raises the children.
Ba'al or Adonai--
Whoever is God--
the bread must still be made
and the doorsill swept.
The Lord may kill the children tomorrow,
but today they must be bathed and fed.
Well and good to condemn your neighbours' religion,
but weren't they there
when the baby was born,
and when the well collapsed?
While her husband communes with God,
she tucks the children into bed.
In the morning, when he tells her of the judgment,
[that is, God's decision to destroy the city]
she puts down the lamp she is cleaning
and calmly begins to pack.
In between bundling up the children
and deciding what will go,
she runs for a moment
to say goodbye to the herd,
gently patting each soft head
with tears in her eyes for the animals that will not understand.
She smiles blindly to the woman
who held her hand at childbed.
It is easy for eyes that have always turned to heaven
not to look back;
those who have been--by necessity--drawn to earth
cannot forget that life is lived from day to day.
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Good, to a God, and good in human terms
are two different things.
On the breast of the hill, she chooses to be human,
and turns, in farewell--
and never regrets
the sacrifice.

There is something very human and hopeful in this reading of Lot’s wife’s actions… a 

woman who knows everyday struggles… knows her neighbours… and even as they are 

about to be condemned for their sin… she can’t help but empathise… and that counts for 

something…  

It is so very easy to paint broad brush strokes of whole cultures… and religions… but as 

with Lot’s Wife… when you know the names of their children… when you have memories 

shared with them… it is not the same… 

And the story prompts us to think about the barriers… religion places on our openness to 

other people… or the idea that religion is the problem… that these things done in God’s 

name… But at the heart of the reason for the killings on Friday… do not imagine you’ll find 

God… God is not there… Religion is not there… 

These are just psychological excuses used to justify the unjustifiable… Get rid of God… 

and the hatred will find another way out… through a lesser God to kill for… Democracy… 

The Emperor… The Reich… 

Terrorism is a political act…  its essence is to divide communities… Lot’s Wife in some 

counter-cultural way is our role model against that… responding with empathy… and 

imaginative participation in the lives of those… terrorism wants to call our enemy… 

People of the world’s faiths can defeat that… as we do here regularly… in being open in 

participating in the breadth and depth of our community… with our neighbours… learning 

names… sharing memories…   

Lot’s Wife looks back because she is grounded in the day to day… unlike her husband 

who is all heavenly and theological… and can identify with the non-Hebrew people of the 

condemned city… That kind of empathy… is the place where trust is built… In Paris… on 

Friday night… Parisians were offering shelter to those who could not go home… on the 
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social media hashtag #PorteOuverte… Door Open… and we saw the queues at hospitals 

on Saturday morning to give blood… 

May it be our faith’s stories… such as Lot’s Wife… traditionally nameless and shamed… 

and used for prejudice and narrowness… move us to continue to become models of 

freedom from hatred… an open door to a way of living that does not divide us… but shows 

how a faith that does divide is not about God… and a faith that turns towards others… will 

not regret the sacrifice… 
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